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technique for 

bread 
& bakery

Smarter baking, 
better quality



Weber Cooling – we ARE vacuum cooling

Weber Cooling is the largest supplier of vacuum cooling solutions in the world. We have mastered the unique 
technology of vacuum cooling and can therefore confidently say that we are specialists in this field. Thanks to 
our expertise and economies of scale, we have developed equipment with unsurpassed value for money.

Weber Cooling supplies vacuum coolers for: Bread & Bakery  |  Convenience Food & Industrial Kitchens  |  
Rice & Sushi  |  Vegetables & Herbs  |  Flowers & Cold Chain  |  Turf & Compost

CliCk on 
the iCon and 
watCh the 

videos!

http://vimeo.com/202054414
http://vimeo.com/362975162
http://vimeo.com/206260593


QUALITY
Shape & Volume 
Crust & Structure

What will be 
improved and 

optimised?

SHELF LIFE
Crispiness - Freshness

Use-by date

PRODUCTIVITY
-95% cooling time and space 

+50% production

Vacuum cooling offers new possibilities for the preparation 
of bread and bakery products. After all, our vacuum cooling 
solution is not just a cooling system. It will become part of your 
baking process because 20 to 40 percent of the total baking 
time is transferred from the oven to the vacuum cooler. The 
starch gelation process continues due to the presence of steam 
during the cooling process, allowing your products to further 
bake while cooling at the same time.

FuRthER 
PRocEssing

BAking
Conventional 

Cooling

FuRthER 
PRocEssing

BAking

VACUUm COOLIng

The necessary steam is created by reducing the pressure in the 
chamber: The lower the pressure, the lower the cooking point 
of water! The vacuum forces the water in the bread to continue 
to cook: On the one hand this allows the baking process to 
continue, on the other hand the energy needed for the cooking 
is taken from the bread. As a result, the bread is baked cold.

Vacuum cooling has many advantages for bakers. The quality 
of both the crust and the crumb is optimised, and you have 
more control over moisture management. The volume of the 
product is maximised and difficult products are easier to bake. 
Productivity can be substantially increased (up to 50 percent 
or more). In addition, cooling time is reduced to almost zero, 
without the need for additional cooling energy. Vacuum cooling 
will therefore significantly reduce your energy consumption 
– and thus your ecological footprint.

In order to ensure that the integration of the vacuum cooler 
in your company goes smoothly, Weber Cooling’s (baking) 
specialists offer support during the entire implementation 
process. Together, we will look at how you can use this new 
technology to optimise the quality and shelf life of your 
products. We will ensure the shorter baking times at the right 
oven temperatures. Where needed other adjustments will be 
advised, needed to arrive at first-class products.

We will also consider how you can exploit the benefits of the 
vacuum cooler to maximise your productivity. This can be 
done at your location and/or in our state-of-the-art Bakery 
Innovation Academy in Vlaardingen (NL) , or in our research 
laboratory in Tokyo (Japan).

Vacuum cooling: 
innovating the art of baking
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Master Boulanger, World Master Baker and owner of Atelier du Pain 
Peter Bienefelt is one of the bakers assisting the customers of 
Weber Cooling with the implementation of the vacuum cooler in their 
bakery. After extensive testing and trial runs, the results have made 
him a believer.

Bakery experiences
What does the 
master Boulanger think?

“In order to trust you need to distrust” he laughs.  
“I was also sceptical at first. now I’m fully 

convinced of the benefits of vacuum cooling.”

Bakers want their bread to have a nice colour and a crispy crust, 
and they also want processes to be hassle free. That is why vacuum 
cooling is initially at odds with everything they have learned and 
believe in. Weber Cooling has tried everything to make production 
smarter and faster, without touching the baking process itself. After 
all, oven baking is a magical process for bakers, and one not to be 
tampered with. That’s what I thought, too. Until I tried Weber Cooling’s 
vacuum cooling solution.

master 
Boulanger  
Peter Bienefelt provides 
our customers with all the 
information they need. After all, 
for this leading bread baking 
specialist who won the title 
World Master Baker in 2018, 
quality comes first, second and 
third! Knowledge is crucial 
for him , and he & our team of 
specialists are happy to pass 
that knowledge on to you. 
Weber Cooling is fully equipped 
to support you throughout the 
entire process.



Baking the best quality while you cool

By researching and trying out the vacuum cooling technique, Peter 
discovered that there’s room for innovation when it comes the baking 
process. “By using a vacuum cooler, we can improve the quality of our 
products while boosting capacity,” he says. “The products cool down 
faster, which means you need fewer carts. This offers advantages in 
terms of logistics. What’s more, you will most likely use less energy in 
your bakery. And the product itself will also improve.”

“In the oven you need to obtain the necessary core temperature 
of your bread, and the right colour of the bread. Then you continue 
to bake the bread in a vacuum cooler, and finalize the stabilization 
process. The combination of shorter baking and efficient cooling in 
vacuum gives will you an optimal water content in the bread. The 
extremely efficient gelation process increases longer freshness (by 
delaying the retrogradation). As during the cooling you continuously 
“pull” on the bread, you retain maximum volume, and can bake a 
“proud” bread. The crust is thin and very crispy, which consumers 
equate with freshness.”

seeing is believing

CliCk on the iCon and watCh the videos!

View our videos on Vimeo. 
We included around 25 videos. 
The most interesting are:

• Interview - Bakery gehr on results 
for various types of bread

• Customer Visit 
Scandinavian Bakery WeBake

• Vacuum Cooling 
Single Solution | Wiltink (NL)

• Vacuum Baking 
Double Solution | Bakery Gehr (de)

• Vacuum Baking 
Triple Solution | Crelem Bakery (Be)

• Vacuum Cooling 
Pound Cake

• Vacuum Cooling 
Toast

• Vacuum Cooling 
Biscuit for filled cake

• Vacuum Cooling 
gluten Free Bread

• Vacuum Cooling 
gluten Free muffins

Redesigning 
the baking process

If you want to use a vacuum 
cooler in your bakery, you need 
to set up your baking process 
differently. “you don’t have 
to change anything up to the 
baking process itself,” says 
Peter. “Products you used to 
put in the oven for 40 minutes, 
for example, now only require 
25 - 30 minutes in the oven, 
followed by four to six minutes 
in the vacuum cooler. 
The oven gives the product 
colour and a first boost of heat; 
further cooking is done in the 
vacuum cooler.”

“Together with the other Weber Cooling specialists, 
I can help you redesign your baking process so that 

you can make the most of this new, energy-efficient, quality-
enhancing and time-saving technology.

Vacuum cooling makes baking even smarter and better!”
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https://vimeo.com/362975162
https://vimeo.com/362975162
https://vimeo.com/472964215
https://vimeo.com/472964215
https://vimeo.com/202054414
https://vimeo.com/202054414
https://vimeo.com/389221897
https://vimeo.com/389221897
https://vimeo.com/393410304
https://vimeo.com/393410304
https://vimeo.com/460079122
https://vimeo.com/460079122
https://vimeo.com/460520642
https://vimeo.com/460520642
https://vimeo.com/460131293
https://vimeo.com/460131293
https://vimeo.com/472962194
https://vimeo.com/472962194
https://vimeo.com/460097662
https://vimeo.com/460097662
http://vimeo.com/showcase/6810124


Vacuum cooling improves the stability of 
pre-baked bread and gives a perfect crust 
and crumb. Frozen croissants will be firmer 
and retain their shape longer when prepared 
in a vacuum cooler. Integrating vacuum 
when baking pre-baked bread will also lead 
to significantly shorter baking times and an 
increase in productivity.

Benefits of vacuum cooling

Cooling is made easy and fast (within one 
to two minutes) with vacuum, while saving 
up to 40 percent on baking time. This bread 
gets a perfect, thin and crispy crust and a 
bouncy, resilient texture. Because it stays fresh 
throughout the day, there is less need for 
multiple baking rounds and deliveries.

French bread, baguettes and crusty rolls

Vacuum cooling allows you to bake the perfect 
croissant: maximum volume, beautiful airy 
layers, deliciously brittle on the outside, and soft 
on the inside. The structure is strong and retains 
its shape for a long time. danish pastries are 
also baked to perfection. Baking time is reduced 
by an average of 30 percent, while cooling takes 
about 90 seconds.

Croissants and Danish pastries

Vacuum cooling also reduces baking and cooling 
times for these types of bread. For toast, form stability 
is key. High quality is more easy to achieve, both on 
crust & crumb. The product can be cut faster, which 
in turn reduces space utilisation and the number of 
carts required, optimising productivity.

Toast, casino and sandwich bread

Pre-baked and frozen



bread and pastry products, applying vacuum 
cooling does not only lead to shorter baking 
and cooling times, but also advantages in terms 
of shape, volume, crumb and structure.

for preparing gluten-free products and the 
process can offer a huge quality improvements. 
Thanks to the pulling effect during vacuum 
cooling, the bread structure is optimised and 
the volume maximised. Baking time is reduced 
by up to 40 percent and the bread can be 
sliced faster, better and at higher temperatures.

For almost 
all other 

The quality of the bread is optimised by 
properly aligning baking and vacuum cooling 
parameters. Thanks to an intense process of 
gelation with vacuum, the shelf life of bread is 
extended (delayed retrogradation). The perfect 
crust stays crispy longer, while baking times are 
reduced by up to 50 percent. 

multigrain and artisan bread

By applying vacuum cooling, you can achieve 
perfect quality and maximum volume, while 
enjoying increased productivity and keeping 
cooling times to a minimum. In addition, 
biscuit get the same volume with a 15 percent 
decrease in ingredients used. Muffins come out 
with a big and bold top, a perfect flavour and a 
delicious bite. 

Cake, muffins and biscuits

Other breads & pastries

Vacuum cooling is 
a game-changer 

Would you like to find out more about 
vacuum cooling? We are happy to inform you 

on all the tests we have conducted so far.

gluten-free bread
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WeBake features

The affordable 
vacuum coolers for bakeries

Weber Cooling only builds vacuum coolers. 
So it is no surprise that we have become 
experts at it! All vacuum coolers are 
designed by our dutch engineering team 
and are built with high-quality european 
components. Thanks to our economies 
of scale, our intelligent design and our 
strategically positioned and highly efficient 
production sites in europe and Asia, we are 
able to offer excellent value for money.

Energy consumption 
Thanks to our intelligent alignment between vacuum 
and cooling technology, you only need about 1 kWh 
to cool down one standard rack (with 60 kg/130 lbs of 
bakery products). With the help of the Free Cooling 
Technology, this can be reduced to about 0.6 kWh! 
What’s more, heat recovery allows you to use all the 
energy in the form of water heating.

Process control 
The WeCool software is intuitive and enables fast 
process optimisation, for every product. The optimal 
cooling curve settings can be easily stored and 
managed. The complete step-by-step control of the 
cooling speed is achieved by using proportional 
valve technology.

maintenance 
Leybold’s latest generation of oil-free Novadry 
vacuum pumps are completely maintenance 
free and offer perfect process control. Virtually no 
maintenance is required, reducing your operational 
costs to the bare minimum.

Quality 
• SU 316 

stainless steel 
chambers
with sight glass

• Anti-drip system on ceiling

• False floor with automatic 
water collection system and 
drainage

• Automatic stainless steel 
ramp and protective bumpers

• Dutch Design; produced 
in accordance with Ce and/or 
UL regulations

• Vacuum technology by 
Burkert, Busch & Leybold 
– high performance and 
perfect control

• Cooling technology: Aermec 
chillers with minimal carbon 
footprint and lowest TCO

• Control and electronics: 
Siemens, Schneider, Klöckner 
Möller, for maximum reliability

Top quality
At an 

affordable cost

maintenance 
free 

Most advanced 
vacuum 

technology

Energy 
saving

Thanks to innovative 
cooling solutions

Optimum 
process 
control

yet simple 
programming

WeCool 
Software 
Intuitive & easy 

to use

modular design

Our vacuum coolers can be easily adapted to your needs and come in various quality levels:

WeBake BASE
cost optimised

WeBake SEnSE
ideal price-quality ratio

WeBake POWER
top quality



WeBake 10 R WeBake 20 R
small Research vacuum Cooler small Research vacuum Cooler

designed for 400×600 mm baking trays, 
also suitable for 3/4 US trays (15”×21”)

designed for 600×800 mm baking trays, 
also suitable for US trays (18”×26”)

designed for loads up to 10 kg/20 lbs, 
within 2- 8 minutes

designed for loads up to 20 kg/45 lbs, 
within 2- 8 minutes

500 × 700 × 800 mm 
19.7” × 27.6” × 31.5” 

net interior space (w × d × h)

700 × 900 × 1 000 mm
27.5” × 35.4” × 39.4” 

net interior space (w × d × h)

A cooler suitable for three (200 mm gap | 7.9”) or four(150 mm gap | 5.9”) baking trays

Fully proportional pressure control, with intuitive Siemens PLC control

Vacuum cooler demo 
test it yourself 
in your own bakery!

Would you like to experience the possibilities that vacuum cooling can 
offer? Then Weber Cooling’s research vacuum coolers are a perfect 
option: compact in size and affordably priced. Also available for rental. 
Our systems allow you to discover the full potential of this innovative 
technology and optimize your own product range. 

Weber Cooling has two test vacuum coolers: for baking trays sizes 
400×600 and 600×800. Both systems are equipped with full PCL
ontrol, allowing you to set the perfect cooling curve for your products. 
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the standard WeBake Range  

Our standard range includes three models, each designed for one or two medium or large carts. 
The standard chamber dimensions are suitable for almost any size cart and relevant cooling capacity.

WeBake  40 WeBake  80 WeBake  160
Compact Rack solution single Rack solution double Rack solution

Available in two variants: SENSE and POWER CE/UL. One vacuum chamber can serve up to five ovens. 
If more ovens are used, multiple chambers can be combined with one central cooling system.

The WeBake 40 is designed for 
small (American and Japanese) 
carts and can be built in a very 

compact size.

The WeBake 80 is designed 
for most european single carts 

and American double carts.

The WeBake 160 is designed 
for two carts. Most (european) 
cart models fit in a chamber.

The system is designed 
for cooling loads up to 

40 kg/90 lbs, within 2-8 min.

The system is designed 
for cooling loads up to 

80 kg/180 lbs, within 2-8 min.

The system is designed 
for cooling loads up to 

160 kg/360 lbs, within 2-8 min.

750 × 900 × 1 900 mm
29.5” × 35.4” × 74.8” 

net interior space (w × d × h)

900 × 1 200 × 2 100 mm
35.4” × 47.2” × 82.7” 

net interior space (w × d × h)

1 200 × 1 500 × 2 100 mm
47.2” × 59.1” × 82.7” 

net interior space (w × d × h)



Multi chamber & Custom Systems

Our standard machines can be adapted to your specific wishes. Multiple chambers can be combined with 
one central cooling system, providing you with the lowest cost, highest productivity and greatest flexibility.
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Bakkerij Wiltink (NL)

glUten-FRee  
PoweR 120
We were one of the 
first bakeries in the 
Netherlands to opt for 
Weber Cooling. The 
low cost was certainly 
a consideration. Our 
WeBake Power has been 
running for more than five 
years now, without any 
problems or difficulties!

Support – We care
With regional offices in Europe and Asia and a global network 
of more than 25 sales and service partners, we offer fast and 
reliable maintenance and support to all our customers.

INSTALLATION: To ensure the fastest installation 
process at the lowest possible cost, we work 
with local specialists. Our technical specialists 
prepare the installation and offer on-site support.

IMPLEMENTATION: To guarantee optimal results, 
Master Boulanger Peter Bienefelt and his team 
will provide support as long as necessary 
when integrating the vacuum cooler into your 
own baking process. Support is provided on-
site or remotely depending on needs and 
circumstances.

MAINTENANCE & SUPPORT: We offer maintenance 
and support packages, compiled by us or by 
one of our partners. To unburden you is our goal. 
Now and in the future.

What do our customers say about us? 

Contact

Bäckerei Gehr (de)

aRtisan 
2 x PoweR 120
We have replaced our 
old, German vacuum 
coolers with two new 
WeBake Power systems, 
for half of the cost. 
This high-quality model 
is perfect for cooling all 
our bakery products.

Crelem Bakeries (Be)

viennois 
3 x sense 60
We installed three 
WeBake Sense chambers 
at one of our bakeries. 
A modest investment 
with two major benefits: 
quality optimisation 
and a 50 percent 
increase in productivity. 
every day anew.

weber Cooling B.v. 
geneRal eXPoRt 

the netherlands 
+31 884 256 250 

info@webercooling.com

weber Cooling europe kft. 
easteRn eURoPe 

hungary 
+36 30 9926 048 

europe@webercooling.com

weber Cooling asia ltd. 
asia-PaCiFiC 

hong kong 
+852 5803 0317 

asia@webercooling.com

weber Cooling China ltd. 
China 

+86 2150 6890 19 
info@webercooling.cn

WEBERCOOLIng.COm
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